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same aim. In card games they accepted that their choices would be determined 
by the established rules of the game. As the application was extended, the 
choices could be shaped not only by mutually agreed upon and accepted rules 
but by the situation in which they found themselves. The theory progressed 
by identifying situations resembling real life that created challenging choices 
for the players. For the theory to move on, it was necessary to get beyond the 
limits of the von Neumann and Morgenstern analysis involving two play-
ers and “zero-sum payoffs,” which meant that what one won the other must 
lose. The normal approach for a mathematician having solved a comparatively 
simple problem was to move on to a more complex case, such as coalition for-
mation. But this process turned out to be diffi cult in the case of game theory, 
especially if mathematical proofs were going to be required at each new stage. 

 The key breakthrough came in the exploration of non-zero-sum games, 
in which the players could all gain or all lose, depending on how the game 
was played. The actual invention of the game of prisoners’ dilemma should be 
attributed to two RAND analysts, Merrill Flood and Melvin Dresher. The most 
famous formulation, however, was provided in 1950 by Albert Tucker when lec-
turing to psychologists at Stanford University. Prisoners’ dilemma involved two 
prisoners—unable to communicate with each other—whose fate depended on 
whether or not they confessed during interrogation and whether their answers 
coincided. If both remained silent, they were prosecuted on a minor charge and 
received light sentences (one year). If both confessed, they were prosecuted but 
with a recommendation for a sentence below the maximum (fi ve years). If one 
confessed and the other did not, then the confessor got a lenient sentence (three 
months) while the other was prosecuted for the maximum sentence (ten years). 
The two players were left alone in separate cells to think things over.      

 It should be noted that the matrix itself was a revolutionary way of pre-
senting strategic outcomes and remained thereafter a fi xture of formal 

 B 

 A 

 1 Silence  2 Confess 

 1 Silence   -1

a1b1

-1 

 -0.25

a1b2

-10 

 2 Confess   -10

a2b1

-0.25 

 -5

a2b2

-5 

  Figure 12.1 The fi gures in the corners refer to expectation of sentence.  
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recklessly. The uncertainty would grow as a crisis turned into a limited con-
fl ict and then moved toward general war, getting out of hand “by degrees.”   29    
Skillful tactics would exploit this fact, not shrink from it. The assumption 
was that it was worth letting a “situation get somewhat out of hand” because 
the opponent would fi nd such circumstances intolerable. Deterrence was pos-
sible because of a situation in which terrible things  might  happen (which was 
credible because of human irrationality) rather than a specifi c threat to do 
those things (which was incredible because of human rationality). 

 The potential rationality of irrationality was illustrated using the game of 
“chicken.” Two cars were driven toward each other by delinquent teenagers, 
Bill and Ben, anxious to prove their toughness. The fi rst to swerve lost. If 
both swerved, nothing was gained; if neither swerved, everything was lost. If 
Bill swerved and Ben did not, then Bill suffered humiliation and Ben gained 
prestige. The matrix appeared as shown below.      

 The minimax strategy dictated that they both swerved as the best of the 
worst outcomes. This represented the natural caution displayed by both sides 
during the Cold War. Timing, however, made a difference. Bill was prepared 
to swerve, but Ben swerved fi rst. Bill won because he delayed his commit-
ment. He kept his nerve longer. Perhaps he was confi dent that Ben would 
swerve because he knew him to be weak-willed. Suppose that Ben was aware 
of this impression and sought to correct it. He wanted Bill to think him reck-
less or even a bit crazy. A number of ruses might reinforce such an impres-
sion:  swaggering, boasting, or feigning drunkenness. Irrationality became 
rational. If Ben could persuade Bill that he had taken leave of his senses, Ben 
might just prevail. 

 This illuminates the basic problem with this line of argument. Even if 
one was apparently committed to a patently irrational course to impress the 

    table 13. 1       

 Bill 

 Ben  

 1 Swerve  2 Don’t Swerve 

 1 Swerve   0

a1b1

0 

 +20

a1b2

-20 

 2 Don’t Swerve  -20

a2b1

+20 

 -100

a2b2

-100 

  The fi gures in the corners refer to values attached to alternative outcomes.  
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